(I) I(L1 + ex)(L2 + c~)l =< i ~r
where A----]a~--~T], and we suppose J=~o. It is conjectured that a similar result holds for the product of n non-homogeneous linear forms in ~ variables, with 2-'~ in place of 88 So far this conjecture has been proved only for n----3,
by Remak, and for n-----4, by Dyson. Minkowski's theorem can be stated in another form, which suggests other possible extensions. Write
L1L~= axe+ bxy + cy ~-= Q(x,y);
then Q(x,y) is an indefinite binary quadratic form with discriminant b2--4 ac = A "~.
Determine real numbers Xo, Yo so that cl = aXo + flYo, c2 = 7Xo + ~!1o.
Then Minkowski's theorem asserts that for any indefinite binary quadratic form Q(x,y), and any real xo, Yo, there exist integers x, y such that The extension which now suggests itself is one to indefinite quadratic forms in more than two variables.
In particular, let Q (x,y,z) (4) x~ + 5y~ '--z: + 5yz + zx, in which case it is .ot.
This is true with sb'ict inequality unless Q is equirale~2t 1 to a multiple of
One of the lemmas (Lemma 3) which I use in the proof of Theorem I has a certain intrinsic interest, since it forms a simple generalization of Minkowski's theorem which seems to have escaped notice. It asserts that we can satisfy, instead of (I), the inequality If Q is a null form, i.e. if Q(x,y,z)=o for some set of integers x,y, znot all zero, the problem can be treated by a rather simpler method, and a more precise inequality can be proved. This takes the form: 
There exist null forms for which this is ~ot true with strict i~equality.
Finally, I prove that the minimum established in Theorem I is 'isolated'.
The precise meaning of this term will be clear from the following enunciation:
Theorem 3. There exists a positive absolute co~stant d such that, if Q (x, y, z) is not equivalent to a multiple of the special form (4), the~ for any real Xo, Yo, Zo there exist integers x, y, z satisfying This is a remarkable result in that it has no analogue for Minkowski's original theorem. ~ The proof is natur~ally-rather difficult.
2. Lemma 1. Let Q (x, y, z) where H 1 is the diseriminant of ~b(y,e). Thus H1 > o, which implies that r is indefinite, and on writing z/1 = H ~, we have (io). This proves the lemma.
be linear forms with real coefficients, and let z/= [alla2~--a12q21] ::~ o. Let Iz, 9 be positive numbers satL~ging
Then, for any real el, e2 there exist integers x, y such that
If ,,= zlz, this is true with strict inequaliO in both parts of (I2) unless the quadratic form L1L2 is equivalent to a positive multiple of
Proof We can suppose without loss of generality that z/= I. We can also suppose that ~ ~ ~, and since the result reduces to Minkowski's theorem when ----/~ we can suppose ~ >/~, whence ~ > 88 Let M denote the lower bound of I(L1 q-el)(L2 + c,)] for all integral x, y: By Minkowski's theorem, M ~ 88 < r. If M is attained, or approached, by negatit'e values of (L1 + cl)(L~ + e2), then (12) is satisfied with strict inequality in both parts, and there is nothing to prove. Hence we can suppose that 
we can say that
for all integral values of the variables. The points (X, Y) which correspond to integral values of the variables form a lattice, whose determinant is given by (I6), and every point of which satisfies (18). We proceed to prove that there is no lattice point, except the origin, in the rectangle
It will suffice (by reflection in the origin) to consider points satisfying X+ Y=< o, and therefore satisfying
by (19), the condition (18) implies
This implies [X+Y+ 2[~2~/i--,, and so, by (2o),
Also, by (20) and (2I) We have now to investigate the case when u=2/~, and (12)has no solution with strict inequality. As we have just seen, this requires that e = o, /~ ~ = ~;, M = u.
There must also be no lattice point, other than the origin, in the rectangle (I9) , which is now Ix+rl<4,
Ix-YI<2V/.
Since equality occurs in (23) , the lattice must be a critical lattice for the rectangle, and so must have two generating lattice points on its boundary. By (I8), every lattice point satisfies (X+I)(Y+I)>_-I or _-<--2.
By the same argument as before, we find that the only points on the boundary of the rectangle which satisfy this condition and the same condition for --X,-Y are
+_(2,2), +_(~+V~, ~-F~), +(~-lP~, ~+l'r~-).
The lattice generated by any two of these (not images of one another in the origin) is the lattice given by 
Proof. 1 Suppose first that fl-~ ~. There exists an x with X~Xo (rood I) such that ix] ~ ,_1,. We have Hence this value of x satisfies (28).
The final clauses of the Lemma follow at once from the main part, on replacing B by B', where B' is slightly less than B.
Also, if d is a positire integer ogter than 3,
Proof. Suppose first that ~ < d < x. The inequality (33) is then
By Lemma 2, Q(x, y, z) is equivalent to a multiple of
where ~ (y, z) is an indefinite binary form of discriminant//'9, and _4 ~ satisfies (Io).
By Lemma I we can suppose that a satisfies o < a N (41DI) ~, whence (38) ,ff ~ I.
It will suffice to prove the result for the form (37). Let d be defined by
then (40) Define It, ~ by
Then tt, v are positive, and
by Lemma 6 and (40) by (39). Since the determinant of the ternary form (37) is --~A, this proves that, in the present case, (36) is valid for the form (37), with strict inequality. If 6(y,z)< o, we apply'Lemma 5, with
The condition (27) is satisfied, by (43). Hence there exists x with x-----xo (rood I) such that
and the conclusion follows as before, but not necessarily with strict inequality in (36).
We have now to investigate the case in which (36) it is impossible that #v'>~!,. This, however, is the same as the inequality (34) of Lemma 6, and is satisfied unless d = 3. Hence we must have d = 3, whence z/"= 5o by (39). With d=3, we have /~z/= 89188 and v'J= 89188 ' and the preceding argument has shown us that it is impossible that 5 < < for y ~ Y0 (rood I), z ~ z0 (mod I). It follows from the last clause of Lemma 4 that ~(y,z) is equivalent to a positive multiple of the form (26) . Since the discriminant of 6(y,z) is 50, and of the form (26) is 2, the multiple must be 5.
Hence, after an integral unimodular substitution on y, z, we can write 
t {(2z + e)-' + 5 (2v + z)-' -ioz:).
We have to show that this has absolute value at least ~ when x, y,z satisfy (35). This is the same as saying that If Z is even, the same congruences are still valid, with the same conclusion.
This completes the proof of Theorem I. where o<lBl<2e, and we can find z~z0 (rood I) such that
IA + Bz[< 89
Thus in this case the assertion (i) is true. Here a 1 =t = o, since we suppose that the determinant D of the form is not zero.
On completing the square, we obtain a multiple of a form of the type (45).
The condition ). > o ean be satisfied by ehanging y into --y if necessary; that ;l q= o follows from the hypothesis that D q= o.
Lemma 8. This is plainly a null form, and since D=--4, it suffices to prove that I Ql~ for x~y~z-~ (mod I). This is the same as saying that 
89
Let c~, fl be real .umbers, sati,~/iqi.g (54) I '1 < ,o% l, l < tO". Then aR~'~ R-e> Io -'~, and (55) is satisfied, contrary to hypothesis. Similarly if a < o, we get a contradiction on using (5'6).
Stq~pose that .either of the i.equalities
(55) Io -`~ <. I?'-'"-I~R" < I,(56)
~o -~ <-c~R"-" + flB"S < i is salts.fled b!! a,y positive integer ,. The~
We may therefore suppose that fl~ o. In fact, we may suppose that /?-------S ' S == ~,, the hypotheses are unaltered, except for a slight change in the second half of (54).
In fact, this is never used in anything apln'oaching its full strength.
t See footnote on p. 67.
Our first step is to deduce from (58 ) that a >o. Suppose that a_--<o. Then R ~ (-~) R2n+2 "j-~n+l S < R2"
-(--a) B e "+fll~"S
Hence there exists a positive integer ~ such that
R-" < (--c~)B ~'' + #B" S < i,
and (56) is satisfied, contrary to hypothesis.
We now have a>o, fl>o. The inequality 
By (6I) and (62), 
p+q+i+(p--q)l/2=R ", p+q+i--(p--q)l/-2=R-'L
We substitute in (63) , and suppose that both factors are positive (a condition which is certainly satisfied by small values of n). On dividing the first factor by R ~, and the second by R -', we obtain, by (64),
provided that both factors are positive. By (67), o < p < R" and o _--< q < R ", hence the first factor in (68) is certainly positive, and does not exceed I + 2(IO-7).
Hence the second factor, if positive, is greater than For the same reasons as before, these values of p and q are integers. We have
(72 ) p+q+ I +(p--q) 1/2 = ]/2R '~, p+ q + I--(p--q) l/2=--V2R -n.
We substitute in (64), and suppose that the two factors have opposite signs (a condition which is certainly satisfied for small values of n). We obtain, on division by the two expressions in (72) (55), (56) are identical with (70)and (73)-It follows from Lemma I2 that a =fl= o, and so, from (69), that ~l=Vz=o. As we saw at the beginning of the proof, this suffices to establish (65).
Lemma 14. Suppose that 7 ~ I~ Let #, v be any positive mm~bers satisfying
Then, with the notation of Lemma 3, either there exist integers x, y such that
or the quadratic form L 1 L2 is equicalent to a posith'e multiple of the special form (I 3).
Proof. We may suppose without loss of generality that d----I. We assume that (7 6) has no solution in integers x, y, and prove that the alternative conelusion must hold.
We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3. The condition v> 1 is satisfied, by (74) and (75) 
Hence, writing X----2 + ~, Y~-2 +,7, we have
So we have proved that there exists a lattice point (85) U=(2+~, 2+,7) with I~I<VG~, Ivl<V,or.
Next we consider the rectangle defined by
where L is so chosen that the area exceeds 4(I--~)/M.
Now
For this it suffices that 2{, + VI--~}L>~-.
by (81), (74), (75). Hence it will suffice to take L----1/2(I+7) , and we obtainthe existence of a lattice point, other than the origin satisfying (86) o<=X+Y<2{,+I/,--~},
2K<=IX--YI<21/-2(~+7).

Now
4(X--I) (Y--I) = (X + Y--2) ~-(X-Y)~_-< 4--4K2 < o.
Hence (78) (82) and the inequality following (8o). Hence it is impossible that the former should be a multiple of the latter by an integral factor greater than I.
The general point of the lattice is (X, Y), where
where p, q are arbitrary integers. By (78) and (82), the hypothesis (64) of Lemma 13 is satisfied, provided that <xo -7 and 22'< Io -7, which is so. The initial hypothesis of Lemma I3 is satisfied, by (89) and (90), provided that 2olf7-< Io -7, i.e. 2' < 88 which is so. Hence, by Lemma I3, [hy --(dz [ < ~1.
Thus (Io,) implies (,02).
We define y, z by Then (IIO) gives a value of Q(x,y,z), arising from integral values of x,y,z whose highest common factor is I, satisfying o < Q < ~q0 or ]1 < Q < 2. This is contrary to the hypothesis, and so h r = I, whence M= I.
Lemma 17. Then the inequality 3(1-~5 VT~) < a < 3.
Proof. If ~ <`9 < I, the proof is the same as in Lemma 6, with trivial modifications. Now suppose that ~ > I. Then (III) implies (2e-x)(2,~ + (e-i;-~) <~? i"o~ ' or 54 "93 --27 `9~ + 54`9--27<50 I--~22 ' whence 4`9a--27 &' + 54,9--27 < 5o&3{(I--~2) -3-I} < 2oo02`9 3. Thus (I --3 `9-1)2 (4 --3 `9-~) < 2o0 62.
Since `9-~--< I, this gives 1I-3 `9-'1 < V2oodz, whence I --|~20062 < 3 ~-~ < [ +V2oo62, and 3(i -i5 l:~) < ~ < 3 (1 + i5 ~).
It is impossible that 3 =<-`9 < 3 (I +I 5 Yd2), for then (I I I) would give (2`9--I)(2`9+9)<~~ `9 ) 3 which is obviously false, since the left hand side is at least 75 and the right hand side is less than (i+151/~13 < / i.oI5 X ~ 50 X Hence (II2) holds. It is impossible that there should exist y, z satisfying (I I4) such that The preceding argument has been based on expressing the given form Q (x, y, z) as equivalent to a positive multiple of a form Q1 (x, y, z) of the type (I I7) , derived by using any positive value a of Q(x,y,e) which satisfied (116). We have seen that such a positive value must be such that A -~, defined by (I I8), satisfies (124).
Since Q is equivalent to a positive multiple of Q1, the corresponding result must hold for Q1. The determinant of Q1 bein~ --}A ~-, it follows that any positive value ai of Qx, which satisfies 
(x + ~z)" + 5M(y 2 + yz--~z-).
The hypotheses of Lemma I6 are satisfied, and hence M= I. Hence we have finally proved that Q(x,y,e) is equivalent to a positive multiple of x~" + 5Y~--z ~-+ xz + 5YZ, and this completes the proof of Theorem 3.
